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3.2.2, lin@ ~~ add “(if ‘~uired)” after “primer””

PAGE 6

PAGE 13

4.5.3.3.1, next to last sence=e@ delete
‘Then remwe Me cover and heat

khe sealimg compound and cup in a desiccator, replace Ehe cover and weigh
accurately.m

Substitute the Sente=e. “Tttentemove khe cover and heat the S@aliw

CCiT@Uld for 24 ~ I ~ur at 70 ~ 2°C. Cool ehe sk2alingcompouti and cup

in a desiccator replace the cover and weigh accurately.”

4.5.3.3.3, line 2t delete “170 ~ 4°F [77 ~ 2°C)* and substitute *25 ~ 2°C*.
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AMENDMENT 2
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PAGE 14 -----

4.S.3.3.7.1, line 5, delete “emry” and substitute “emery.” KI.SO cielete “of”
ad substitute “if.”

PAGE 16

4.5.3.3.7.3, lines 12-M, delete ‘... with the sealimg compwnd by peelinq
and compare the surfaces t?at had been coated with the sealing compound.*

,,’ “. ,,
.,. , ,,. . ,..,, ..,, ,,, ., ., ..,, ,, ... ..... . ~~~~p~~~ 17 ,

4.5.3.3.8, line 7, delete “Place primed” and substitute “Place cleaned and
primed”.

‘rhe margins of this amendment are marked with an asterisk or vertical
lines to indicate where changes (addikions,modifications~ corrections,
delekionsl from the previous amendment were made. This was done as a
convenie~e only and the Government assumes no liability whatsoever for any
inaccuracies in these notations. Bidders and contractors are cautioned to
evaluate the requirementsof this document based on the entire content
i-respectiveof the marginal notations and relationshipto the last previous.,.
amendment.
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